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	Premium warranty and direct assistance.[image: ]
	Unmatched quality.[image: ]
	Receive news and exclusive offers.[image: ]
	We'll ship today, for free.[image: ]
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    Sign up

    This product is not available anymore, but it will be back again in a few days. You can sign up
to the waiting list in order to reserve your product now and be sure not ot miss the next chance
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    You have been added to the list

    You will receive an email when the product will be available again, we will keep your product
booked for 24hours after the email is sent
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        Piuma The One

        Piuma The One Nero
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			Add to Cart
            170.41€
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				We'll ship today, for free.
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	PIUMA
							Specification
		


	


16.8

grams
the lightest in the world in their category





[image: Icon of a feather]
16.8 grams
feel like you’re wearing nothing


[image: Icon of a molecular structure]
Carbon made
Carbon infused Grilamid makes sure you have the max protection at the minimum weight


[image: Icon for a photochromic lens]
Photochromic and polarized
Ride from dawn till dusk having the perfect light filter in any condition


[image: Icon of an helmet with sunglasses]
Helmet compatible
The perfect fit with any helmet




No compromises
 [image: ]
CARBONinfusedGRILAMID
Each piece has been infused with a different carbon fiber percentage to achieve the perfect combination between comfort, weight and resistance.
We redesigned each shape and angle reducing the frame to the max. So you have all you need, without even feeling it.


For real?
No sh*t man. We say it out loud and we stand by it: we won’t bullshit you.

So when we say the Piuma are the lightest in the category, we mean it
 [image: ]
DAWNtillDUSK
Our The One photochromic polarized lenses get activated by UV rays, they adjust their tint to the ambient light, so you can enjoy your ride no matter the weather!
The polarized filter embodied into the lenses cuts off annoying glare allowing you to see all the details on the ground



Trustpilot



Give back
To us, sunglasses aren’t a big deal, but what if we told you that your used pair of sunnies can make a whole lot of difference for someone less fortunate?




How it works

[image: Sunglasses icon]
Get your sunnies
Choose any of our sunglasses


[image: Icon of a packed sunglasses]
Ship your old pair back
You’ll find a pre-paid shipping label right in the box


[image: Discount icon]
Enjoy the cashback
We’ll automatically send a 10% of your original oder back




And that’s when we come into play, beacause we have partnered up with Shades Of Love, an ONG that distributes sunglasses to high altitude ares like the Himalaya or the Andes.
In these places the constant exposure to UV rays gets 80% of the population suffer from eye diseases, but with these simple steps you can help us make a difference. Learn more




			Product specifications


 


Lens: The One Nero


	[image: ]Photochromic polarized smoke with no mirror coating
	[image: ]S2-S3
	[image: ]All weather



 


Other features


	[image: ]Weight: 16.8g
	[image: ]Grilamid and carbon fiber frame
	[image: ]Made in Italy
	[image: ]Cylindrical lens
	[image: ]Helmet compatible
	[image: ]Microfiber pouch included for protection and cleaning
	[image: ]100% UV protection
	[image: ]Dimensions: 151mm x 174mm x 62mm
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		1 Piuma performance sunglasses with The One Nero lens
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